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Armor and Animals
by Liz Yohlin Baill
Discover how two things that kids love - animals and armor - resemble each
other in unexpected ways. Compare knights, helmets, shields, and more to
the shells, spikes, and scales that protect animals in nature. This colorful and
whimsical book features a dozen works from the armor collection of the
Philadelphia Museum of Art, paired with turtles, armadillos, crocodiles, and
other amazing animals.

Author Bio
Elizabeth Yohlin Baill is the manager of family programs at the Philadelphia
Museum of Art, where she makes the museum more family-friendly and
oversees the development of programs for children and their families. Prior to
working at PMA, she worked at the Metropolitan Museum of Art, Museum of
Contemporary Art, Chicago, and the Chicago History Museum.
Princeton Architectural Press
On Sale: Feb 23/21
7 x 8.5 • 40 pages
9781616899554 • $24.95 • cl
Juvenile Nonfiction / Art / General • Ages 4 to 8
Series: Explore Art
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The Book of Tiny Creatures
by Nathalie Tordjman, illustrated by Julien Norwood and
Emmanuelle Tchoukriel
The Book of Tiny Creatures celebrates smaller animals such as insects,
crustaceans, and molluscs by illustrating their tiny habits and customs,
showing how they each contribute to the inner workings of their surrounding
habitats! Through search-and-finds, workshops, and naturalistic yet colorful
illustrations, our tiny reader will learn how to build an insect refuge, which little
creatures may be found in their surrounding gardens, forests, and rivers, and
how something so small can make such a big impact on our world.

Author Bio
Nathalie Tordjman is a Paris-based journalist specializing in nature and the
environment. She is the author of more than fifty books and writes for
numerous publications.
Princeton Architectural Press
On Sale: Feb 16/21
9.75 x 9.25 • 76 pages
9781616899745 • $26.95 • cl
Juvenile Nonfiction / Animals / Insects, Spiders, Etc. •
Ages 5-9 years

Julien Norwood is a French author, illustrator, and ornithologist educated at
the Museum of Natural History in Paris.
Emmanuelle Tchoukriel is a French illustrator who trained in medical and
scientific illustration at Estienne School in Paris.
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Bread Baker's Journal
by Princeton Architectural Press
A modern bread-baker's journal for recording notes and recipes.

Princeton Architectural Press
On Sale: Mar 16/21
9781648960055 • $24.95 • journal/ diary/blank book
Non Classified • Non Returnable
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The Business of Design
Balancing Creativity abd Profitability
by Keith Granet, foreword by Holly Hunt
For nearly thirty years, consultant Keith Granet has helped design
professionals pursue their passion and turn a profit. From billing to branding,
client management to marketing and licensing, The Business of Design
reveals the tools necessary to create and run a thriving design business in
today's ultra-competitive marketplace. Now with new information for this new
world, everything from social media and working from home.

Author Bio

Princeton Architectural Press
On Sale: Mar 30/21
8 x 10 • 224 pages
9781616899981 • $58.00 • cl
Design / Reference

Keith Granet formed Granet & Associates to provide financial and operational
management services to the design industry. Keith has over twenty years of
experience working in the design industry beginning with the highly respected
firm Gensler, where he was an associate reporting directly to Arthur Gensler.
After leaving Gensler, he became the Director of Finance and Administration
for a mid-sized San Diego based architectural firm. With the experience of
both large (Gensler is the largest architectural firm in the country) and midsize firms, Keith felt confident that he could offer a service that was lacking in
the professional service industry: Financial and Operations Management.
Granet & Associates was founded in 1991.

Notes
Promotion

Sales Rep
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Chickenology
The Ultimate Encyclopedia
by Barbara Sandri and Francesco Giubbilini, illustrated by
Camilla Pintonato
How do you tell the difference between a rooster and a hen? How big is a
chicken's egg, and how much does it weigh? How do chickens communicate?
Chickenology explores the fascinating world of chickens, providing young
readers with a deeper understanding of this winged creature through
engaging visuals and interesting facts about feather-patterns, behavioral cues,
unique anatomy and much more!

Author Bio

Princeton Architectural Press
On Sale: Feb 2/21
8.25 x 11 • 76 pages
9781616899080 • $28.95 • cl
Juvenile Nonfiction / Animals / Farm Animals • Ages 5
-9 years

Notes
Promotion

Barbara Sandri has been an environmental activist since her first work
experiences in the field of renewable energy and her professional
engagement in environmental protection. She's been a prosumer (producing
what she consumes) for more than ten years and a pioneer of backyard
cooping. Her chickens' names are Traita, Rina, Ciuffina, Pitta and Beppa
After his studies in Anthropology and work experiences in museum marketing,
Francesco Giubbilini specialized in digital marketing becoming a SEO
professional. In 2016 he combined his passion for communications and
backyard cooping founding with his partner, Barbara, the first Italian website
dedicated to chickens and eggs: www.tuttosullegalline.it (Everything about
Chickens).
Camilla Pintonato is a graphic designer living in Venice, Italy. She is the
author of Full Moon, published by commes des geants in 2019, and the
illustrator for Pigology the follow up to Chickenology.

Sales Rep
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Classic Paperbacks 1000 Piece Puzzle
by Richard Baker
1000 piece puzzle featuring Richard Baker's paintings of vintage paperback
books.
Piece together your own colorful collection of vintage paperback book covers!
Classic Paperbacks puzzle features artist Richard Baker's incredible paintings
of beloved real books, including works by Emily Dickinson, Richard Wright,
Sandra Cisneros, and Susan Sontag, among other literary luminaries. Each
"book portrait" captures the signs of wear that all bibliophiles can appreciate
from their own most most-loved reads. The perfect gift for book lovers and
collectors everywhere.
9 x 11 x 2.5 in box
25 x 20 in puzzle
1000 pieces
Enclosure with puzzle image
Princeton Architectural Press
On Sale: Feb 16/21
9781648960000 • $24.95 • puzzle
Non Classified • NON-RETURNABLE

Notes
Promotion

Author Bio
Painter Richard Baker works within the genre of still life, but "elbow[s] out the
edges of it," he says, incorporating landscape and portraiture in non-traditional
ways. With palpable nostalgia for the pre-ebook era, he depicts paperback
editions from the 1960s and '70s, faithfully portraying not only the front cover's
original details, but also signs of its passage through time - creases, worn
bindings, and all.

Sales Rep
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Classic Paperbacks Journal
by Richard Baker
Notebook for bibliophiles, featuring Richard Baker's paintings of vintage
paperback books.

Author Bio
Painter Richard Baker works within the genre of still life, but "elbow[s] out the
edges of it," he says, incorporating landscape and portraiture in non-traditional
ways. With palpable nostalgia for the pre-ebook era, he depicts paperback
editions from the 1960s and '70s, faithfully portraying not only the front cover's
original details, but also signs of its passage through time - creases, worn
bindings, and all.

Princeton Architectural Press
On Sale: Feb 16/21
9781616899769 • $27.95 • journal/ diary/blank book
Non Classified • Non Returnable
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Promotion

Sales Rep
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Connected Notecards
Ten Flat Cards & Envelopes
by Serena Mitnik-Miller
A luxe flat card set with wibalin cover, bellyband and
keepsake box.

Author Bio

Princeton Architectural Press
On Sale: Mar 16/21
9781648960215 • $27.95 • notecards
Non Classified • Non Returnable

Serena Mitnik-Miller is an artist and designer working in California. She splits
her time between San Francisco and Los Angeles, combining her days
painting, designing, collecting, and collaborating with her local artisan
community. Serena’s paintings are created by hand using watercolor pigment
on paper. The compositions are fashioned by interconnecting patterns of color
and concentric shapes where structures break apart, bubbles stack, and
pyramids multiply. Each painting must strike a balance between layers of
color, repetitive contour lines, and the inherent qualities of all the materials
she employs. Her artwork usually begins with an impression from the natural
environment, where proximity to the ocean and coastal habitats, often become
symbolic permanent points of reference.
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Promotion

Sales Rep
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Extra Bold
A Feminist, Inclusive, Subversive, Non-binary Field Guide for
Graphic Designers
by Ellen Lupton and Jennifer Tobias
Extra Bold is a big green salad of images and ideas. It's a mix of cultural
theory and self help, tossed with a dash of fiction, a splash of humor, and a
few grains of salt. Critical essays link theories about feminism and inclusion to
fundamental design principles. Type specimens showcase work created by
women and people of color. Profiles of designers in different stages of their
careers offer inspiring reality checks. Fictional anecdotes show designers
confronting unique dilemmas in work and life. Essays and infographics reveal
workplace disparities, internship economics, and life inside a cubicle farm.

Author Bio

Princeton Architectural Press
On Sale: Mar 9/21
6 x 9 • 176 pages
9781616899189 • $42.95 • pb
Design / Graphic Arts / Typography

Notes

Ellen Lupton is curator of contemporary design at Cooper-Hewitt, National
Design Museum in New York City and director of the Graphic Design MFA
program at Maryland Institute College of Art (MICA) in Baltimore. An author of
numerous books and articles on design, she is a public-minded critic, frequent
lecturer, and AIGA Gold Medalist.
Jennifer Tobias is a scholar and illustrator. She holds a Ph.D. in Art History
from the City University of New York, an MLS from Rutgers, and a BFA from
Cooper Union. She served as a librarian at the Museum of Modern Art and
Parsons School of Design.

Promotion

Sales Rep
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Full Moon
by Camilla Pintonato
Forest rabbits hide cautiously waiting for the sun to go down, and they and
other small creatures of the night journey bearing gifts to celebrate a full
moon. Activity at the end of this charming picture book will be making a paper
lantern to celebrate the full moon.

Princeton Architectural Press
On Sale: Apr 27/21
9781616899998 • $26.95 • cl
Juvenile Fiction / Animals / Rabbits • Ages 3-6 years

Notes

As the sun sets, the little gray rabbits eagerly set to work, but what could they
be making in their secret workshop? Follow along in anticipation as the rabbits
prepare for the big event, inviting all of their forest friends to the celebration.
As the mice, foxes, porcupines, and other forest creatures gather, the full
moon rises and the big surprise is revealed. The little rabbits release beautiful
paper lanterns into the sky, where they sparkle like stars in the light of the full
moon.
Camilla Pintonato's endearing illustrations invite us into a secret world, where
wonders take place while the humans are away and the animals play. Striking,
full-spread images of the rising moon and sun illuminate the magical way the
natural cycle of the sky unites us in wonder, giving children a connection to
nature they can experience from anywhere in the world.

Author Bio
Camilla Pintonato is a graphic designer living in Venice, Italy. She is the
illustrator of Chickenology (S21) and the forthcoming Pigology, a follow up to
Chickenology.

Promotion
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Get Off Your Apps Notebook
by Princeton Architectural Press
A phone-sized notebook to do everything apps can do, but analog.

Princeton Architectural Press
On Sale: Jan 19/21
9781616899844 • $14.95 • journal/ diary/blank book
Non Classified • Non Returnable

Notes
Promotion

Sales Rep
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Grids & Guides Orange
A Notebook for Visual Thinkers
by Princeton Architectural Press
A cloth-covered journal for creatives, designers and everyday notebook users.
with 8 different grids and 8 different information-rich guides.

Princeton Architectural Press
On Sale: Mar 2/21
9781616899875 • $24.95 • journal/ diary/blank book
Non Classified • Non Returnable
Series: Grids & Guides

Notes
Promotion

Sales Rep
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The Healing Garden
Herbs for Health and Wellness
by Deb Soule, photographs by Molly Haley
The Healing Garden author, Deb Soule, founder of Avena Botanicals, is a
leading authority on biodynamic herbal gardening and preparations. In this
book, she brings her world of knowledge into your home and garden. Deb's
passion for plants, gardens and healing joins with her commitment to sharing
her deep knowledge about medicinal herbs, flowers, roots, nuts, and berries.
These handmade herbal extracts, teas, oils, salves, elixirs, and cremes from
the well-tended home garden of twenty plants promotes health, spiritual
awareness and wholeness for individuals, communities, and our planet earth.

Author Bio

Princeton Architectural Press
On Sale: Mar 23/21
7.5 x 9 • 256 pages
9781616899264 • $39.95 • cl
Gardening / Reference

Notes
Promotion

Deb Soule, founder and owner of Avena Botanicals
Author: The Woman's Handbook of Healing Herbs; How to Move Like a
Gardener
Guest lecturer at various biodynamic conferences; botany and horticulture
instructor for college students, garden clubs and medical students
People, Place and Plants magazine name Deb among the 50 most influential
gardners in the Northeast. Featured in Maine, Down East, Taproot, Portland
Press Herald.
Molly Haley, a photojournalist based in Portland, Me, who travels
internationally for her work and published in O, The Oprah Magazine, The
Atlantic, The Sun, People Magazine, Down East Magazine, Maine Women
Magazine, Maine Farms, Yankee Magazine, The New Brewer, San Francisco
Public Radio, The President's Committee on the Arts and the Humanities,
New Mexico Magazine, The Drake, Literary Hub, Portland Press Herald,
LGBT Weddings, and Black Sheep Bride.

Sales Rep
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Humane Home
Easy Steps for Sustainable and Green Living
by Sarah Lozanova
The Humane Home provides inspiration and skills for living sustainably in your
home. From dealing with food and waste to conserving energy and
implementing eco-friendly yard and garden techniques, the accessible tips
and activities outlined in this charmingly illustrated handbook will give you the
confidence to incorporate sustainable living into your home.

Author Bio
Sarah Lozanova writes and consults for corporations - McDonalds, Starbucks,
and Solo Cups - on sustainable practices and eco-friendly living and behavior.
At Unity College, Unity, ME, she teaches "Strategic Management of Innovation
and Systems Thinking" in the masters of Professional Science program.

Princeton Architectural Press
On Sale: Apr 6/21
5.5 x 8 • 160 pages
9781616898502 • $28.95 • cl
House & Home / Sustainable Living

Notes
Promotion

Sales Rep
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Icebergs, Zombies, and the Ultra-Thin
Architecture and Capitalism in the 21st Century
by Matthew Soules
Have you ever wondered why our cities look the way they do - increasingly
dominated by minimalist, sculptural towers that sit largely empty and function
as investment vehicles rather than homes for their absentee owners? In this
insightful look at the forces behind twenty-first century architecture, Matthew
Soules explains how finance capitalism converts real estate to intangible
assets and frays the fabric of our global urban landscapes.

Author Bio
Matthew Soules, associate professor of architecture at the University of British
Columbia in Vancouver, Canada

Princeton Architectural Press
On Sale: Apr 20/21
6 x 8 • 224 pages
9781616899462 • $38.95 • cl
Architecture / Urban & Land Use Planning

Notes
Promotion

Sales Rep
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In Conversation with Black, Brown + Latinx Design
Educators
by Kelly Walters
Interviews with a dozen graphic design educators explore their personal and
professional paths as members of Black, Brown, and Latinx communities. The
vulnerability and openness of these conversations create a rich exchange on
immigrant experiences, growing up in predominantly white spaces, financial
considerations in educational decisions, navigation of toxic work
environments, and defying parental expectations. The interviews also address
the differences in educators' concerns and methods across institutional types private art and design schools, colleges and liberal arts institutions, art and
design programs at public universities and community colleges, minorityserving institutions, and historically black colleges and universities.

Author Bio
Princeton Architectural Press
On Sale: Feb 2/21
6 x 9 • 176 pages
9781616899974 • $35.95 • pb
Design / Graphic Arts

Notes

Kelly Walters, an assistant professor of communication design at Parsons
School of Design, investigates how socio-political frameworks and shifting
technologies influence the sounds, symbols, and styles of black cultural
vernacular in mainstream media. She is a board member of the AIGA Design
Educators Community Steering Committee and has taught at the University of
Bridgeport, RISD, University of San Francisco, University of Connecticut, and
Central Saint Martins in London. Walters is founder of Bright Polka Dot, an
interdisciplinary design practice, and previously worked for Alexander Isley,
RISD Museum, SFMoMA, and Blue State Digital. She holds an MFA in
Graphic Design from RISD.

Promotion

Sales Rep
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LEAD

Julia Child Notecards
by Princeton Architectural Press
A set of notecards quotes from Julia Child, who inspired millions to take to the
kitchen and appreciate the pleasures of making and eating good food with
innovation, exuberance, and unparalleled technique.

Princeton Architectural Press
On Sale: Mar 16/21
9781616899110 • $23.95 • notecards
Non Classified • Non Returnable
Series: Quote

Notes
Promotion

Sales Rep
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Orange is an Apricot, Green is a Tree Frog
Explore the Natural World Through Color
by Pascale Estellon
Colors of Nature is a first word book focusing on objects found in nature.
Colors connect us to the natural world. Yellow looks like a daffodil and a
dahlia, a lemon and a chick. Blue looks like a dragonfly and an iris, a blue
tang and a bluebird. Orange is an Apricot, Green is a Tree Frog inspires
young explorers' curiosity in language through the simple joy of connecting
words and pictures through their colors. Pascale Estellon's wonderfully
detailed gouache illustrations bring the many shades of red, orange, yellow,
blue, green, black, and white to life and serve as a beginner's field guide to
new words and new worlds. Children will expand their vocabulary and delight
in seeing words they already know while learning the names of new animals,
plants, and fruits, and vegetables through their hues.

Author Bio
Princeton Architectural Press
On Sale: Apr 13/21
32 pages
9781648960147 • $26.95 • cl
Juvenile Nonfiction / Concepts / Colors • Ages 3-6
years

Pascale Estellon is an author and illustrator based in Brunoy, France, near
Paris. Estellon worked in children's book publishing for Mila Éditions for more
than fifteen years before becoming a full-time illustrator. Her activity and
nonfiction children's books, including The Giant Play and Learn Book, have
been enjoyed by children around the world who delight in learning about
history and the natural world

Notes
Promotion

Sales Rep
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Vicious Nonsense
130 Literary Takedowns
by Kristen Hewitt
Writers can be their own worst critics, but even more so each other's. This
snarky quotebook features 130 digs by and of our favorite authors and their
(so-called) greatest works, from Robert Louis Stevenson on Walt Whitman ("a
large shaggy dog just unchained scouring the beaches of the world and
baying at the moon") to Elizabeth Bishop on J. D. Salinger's Catcher in the
Rye ("It took me days to go through it, gingerly, a page at a time, and blushing
with embarrassment for him every ridiculous sentence of the way"

Author Bio
Kristen Hewitt is an editor at Princeton Architectural Press. She has an MFA in
creative writing from Warren Wilson College, and lives in western
Massachusetts.
Princeton Architectural Press
On Sale: Mar 30/21
5 x 7 • 144 pages
9781616899905 • $24.95 • cl
Humor / Form / Anecdotes & Quotations

Notes
Promotion

Sales Rep
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Voices of Change
Inspiring Words from Activists Around the Globe
by Kristen Hewitt
This collection of 130 quotes is a call to action by activists from the 18th
century to the present, from Martin Luther King Jr., Rachel Carson, and
Harvey Milk to Bill McKibben and Greta Thunberg. The quotes are rallying
cries to stand up for justice on a range of human rights issues from climate
disaster to racial injustice, from immigration to health care and to LGBTQ
rights.

Author Bio
Kristen Hewitt is an editor at Princeton Architectural Press. She has an MFA in
creative writing from Warren Wilson College, and lives in western
Massachusetts.

Princeton Architectural Press
On Sale: Jan 19/21
5.5 x 7 • 144 pages
9781616899967 • $24.95 • pb
Political Science / Political Freedom & Security / Civil
Rights

Notes
Promotion

Sales Rep
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Woodland Journal
by Princeton Architectural Press
A cloth-covered journal celebrating the wonders of the woods.

Princeton Architectural Press
On Sale: Mar 16/21
9781616899790 • $27.95 • journal/ diary/blank book
Non Classified • Non Returnable

Notes
Promotion

Sales Rep

